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Abstract 

This master thesis is an investigating study on how to make media data transmission in 
network systems more efficient. It is achieved by inserting additional information in the Real 
Time Protocol header used in media streaming, intended for bitrate smoothing. By trying to 
send an equal amount of data over all consecutive time periods in a streaming session, the 
bitrate at an arbitrary moment in time will more probable be the same as at previous points. 
The added streaming instructions can be interpreted by a streaming server that handles the 
further sending process according to the header information. The smoothing is done by 
making use of time intervals containing less data, and in these intervals also send other data 
prematurely. The fallout is a flattened bitrate curve, which also implies a more even usage of 
the network capacity.  
The work includes a comprehensive analysis of the behaviour of streaming media, 
background theory on file construction and network traffic technologies and a proposal for 
how to conduct the modification of media files in order to suit the purpose of this thesis. The 
results and discussion can hopefully serve as a good foundation for a future implementation of 
such an application intended to better shape data traffic over networks.  
 

Sammanfattning 

Examensarbetet bakom denna rapport utgör en undersökande studie om hur transmission av 
mediadata i nätverk kan göras effektivare. Det kan åstadkommas genom att viss 
tilläggsinformation avsedd för att jämna ut datatakten adderas i det realtidsprotokoll, Real 
Time Protocol, som används för strömmande media. Genom att försöka skicka lika mycket 
data under alla konsekutiva tidsintervall i sessionen kommer datatakten vid en godtycklig 
tidpunkt med större sannolikhet att vara densamma som vid tidigare klockslag. En 
streamingserver kan tolka, hantera och skicka data vidare enligt instruktionerna i protokollets 
sidhuvud. Datatakten jämnas ut genom att i förtid, under tidsintervall som innehåller mindre 
data, skicka även senare data i strömmen. Resultatet av detta är en utjämnad datataktskurva 
som i sin tur leder till en jämnare användning av nätverkskapaciteten.  
Arbetet inkluderar en översiktlig analys av beteendet hos strömmande media, bakgrundsteori 
om filkonstruktion och nätverksteknologier samt ett förslag på hur mediafiler kan modifieras 
för att uppfylla syftet med examensarbetet. Resultat och diskussion kan förhoppningsvis 
användas som underlag för en framtida implementation av en applikation ämnad att förbättra 
trafikflöden över nätverk.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
When transmitting data over networks like GPRS and 3G a limited bandwidth is assigned to 
the user. The user pays to get access to a certain capacity but all networks suffer from 
unpredictable variations and upper limit bandwidth can not always be reached. The quality of 
a network is affected by the number of online users, the amount of data sent over it and 
disturbances such as phase and time jitter. All these indeterminate variations cause unutilized 
network capacity and the quality and speed of data exchange are reduced.  

Variations can also be descended from the traffic type on the network. When streaming media 
files, the bitrate varies over time due to the file composition. A video file is streamed frame by 
frame and the frames are most likely of different sizes. A completely black frame consists of a 
lot less information than a frame heavy with colour and movement information. If the frame 
rate is constant, a small frame and a large frame are sent during the same amount of time, an 
uneven bitrate being the consequence. The frame rate is thus constant while the bitrate is not. 
Even if the average bitrate calculated over the whole streaming session keeps the bandwidth 
limit, local variations will most certainly occur. This means the network will be overloaded at 
some times but not fully used at others. Whole frames and/or quality of the encoded data 
might have to be dropped to keep bandwidth and buffer restrictions. Since even bitrates 
facilitate the predictability of the network and help minimize unoptimized data flows, the 
wish is to smooth the bitrate as much as possible. One way to accomplish this is to 
prematurely send data in time intervals containing less data than the average. By doing this 
peaks can be made smaller, predictability higher and network flows more stable.  

 

1.1 Telestream AB 

Telestream is an American based company that specializes in products that aim to simplify 
the access and exchange of high-quality video and audio over data networks. One of the 
company’s development centres is located in Stockholm, Sweden, and was added to 
Telestream in 2006. The idea of the company’s products is that it should not matter which 
formats, systems or platforms users choose to work with: the exchange of media files across 
data networks should be easy and seamless nevertheless.  

 

1.2 Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to build a plug-in tool to improve the way media data is 
transmitted over networks in order to optimize the bandwidth usage. To obtain this, the data 
rate should be as even as possible at all times during the streaming session, whether it is a 
stream on demand or a live streaming scenario. By carefully regulate how much data is sent 
over consecutive time intervals and continuously reorganize the data stream the bitrate can be 
made more constant. The shorter the time intervals are the smoother the bitrate gets. The aim 
is for the plug-in to be implemented in the Telestream encoding system for better network 
traffic shaping.  
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1.3 Method 

The first step in the line of work is to analyze how data streams behave over time. A dummy 
receiver application that can handle, but not view, media streams is designed. The tool can 
take in to measure arriving data packets for inquiry and calculate different properties such as 
bitrates over various time intervals. It can also retrieve information about the data that is 
necessary for further investigation, for example packet time stamps, data sizes and sequence 
numbers. For easier overview the tool is designed with a GUI, graphical user interface, which 
draws the track bitrates in graphs. The analyzing tool is placed as last in chain, in other words 
on the receiving side of the stream server. Step number two is to implement an algorithm in 
the Telestream software that reorders the sending queue for the data packets in a stream. This 
new reorganizing instance is made into a plug-in and placed between the encoder and the 
streaming server on the sending side, see figure 2.1. The reorganizing algorithm is based on 
thorough evaluation on the output from the analyzing tool. Certain parts of the analyzing tool 
changes in character, going from only functioning as a dummy receiver into becoming an 
executing program with a specified task: to compute new sending orders for the data packets.  

 

1.4 Limitations 

The main task of this master thesis is to, under certain prerequisites, implement a plug-in tool 
for modifying an already existing data traffic shaping method. The plug-in is not aiming to 
completely rearrange the traffic shaping system in the Telestream software, neither handle all 
available parameters associated with encoded data files. It is presupposed that the client, the 
mobile phone, the computer or any other device that can view streaming media, is able to 
handle and buffer arriving data packets to form an accurate queue. The plug-in is also limited 
to work on a restricted amount of data at the time. The corresponding time period is typically 
one second, due to an expected minimal buffer size in a client terminal. The thesis has a 
dedicated time limit of six months, starting in April and finishing in October 2007.  

 

1.5 Thesis outline 

The initializing chapter describes the company’s background, objective and method of the 
thesis and its limitations. In chapter 2 background theory, mostly about Internet working, is 
handled. In chapter 3 follows the construction and function of the Analyzer and chapter 4 
gives a summary of the QuickTime file format needed to understand chapter 5, where the 
Reorganizer is described in detail. Chapter 6 goes through the test results and some statistic 
analysis is also presented. In chapter 7 is a discussion about alternative methods and the last 
chapter contains conclusion and proposal for future work.  
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Chapter 2 

Background theory 
This chapter will give a brief introduction to the background theory used in this thesis, such as 
codec design, image coding and Internet working.  

 

2.1 Codec design 

Today digital video is a structural part of communication over the Internet. The ability to 
watch moving pictures on the web is a matter of course in modern everyday life. News 
companies, the entertainment business and different education services all use digital video as 
an important part of their programmes.  

Digital video is visual information represented in a discrete form, suitable for electronic 
storage and transmission. A video image representation contains information about colour and 
luminance for every pixel in the image, but since it is a 3-D scene projection onto a 2-D plane 
it does not contain information about depth. A video sequence consists of a set of frames, 
which together form the illusion of a moving scene. Video is captured using a camera or a 
system of cameras and can be transmitted to a receiver (client) immediately or via storage to a 
file. In both cases, the video data is sampled and encoded into frames of a certain format, 
depending on the target. Common formats, or video codec designs, for digital video are 
MPEG-2 (1995), MPEG-4 (1998) and H.264 (2003). The formats have different ways of 
describing pictures and the better part of the formats aim to compress data without noticeable 
loss of quality. One difference separating the encoding techniques is the frame types. I-
frames, P-frames and B-frames are commonly existing, but in different compositions. I-
frames, also known as key frames, are encoded without any motion-compensated prediction, 
meaning they are interpreted by the decoder independent from the frames that precede or 
follow them. P-frames are inter-coded with information taken from the frame preceding them 
and contain motion-compensated predictions, so called motion vectors. B-frames are inter-
coded using information from both the preceding and the following frames and therefore 
contain two motion vectors: one backward and one forward. Because the frame types are 
encoded using different amounts of data, the bitrate can vary a lot within an encoded file.  

An encoder/decoder system is in short known as a codec design, and as the name suggests it 
consists of an encoder that compresses the data on the sender side, and a decoder that 
deciphers the data on the receiver side, for the client to view [1]. A typical video system is 
shown in figure 2.1, where the coder and the decoder together constitute the codec design.  
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Figure 2.1 [2]: a video system overview. The coder and decoder constitute the codec design.  

 

The client in a system can be any kind of terminal. Today mobile phones can access the 
Internet as well as the operator networks, and ever since large, multicolour displays appeared 
on the market, it is possible to view video in mobile phones. However, a mobile phone has its 
limitations. It has to be small, portable and in some opinion cheap. The size of the memory is 
much restricted and hence the size of the streaming buffer can not be as big as in a computer. 
Without a buffer a client would not be able to handle data efficiently. Data packets could be 
received in the order they arrive, but not sorted. Because of time delays and other disturbances 
on the network, data packets not always arrive in the same order as they were sent. If a mobile 
phone had no buffer, the third frame of a video clip would maybe be played before the first, 
resulting in poor picture quality. The buffer works as a storage that takes in, sorts and finally 
displays data in the correct order. In a sentence a buffer is an extra piece of memory that can 
hold media data information.  

As long as network and storage capacities have restrictions for how much data is allowed to 
be sent, there exists a need for data compression technologies such as video codecs. It has 
been said that as soon as these restrictions become less limiting, data compression will be 
redundant. Though, since that is not likely to happen within a foreseeable future the answer to 
the rhetoric question of the need for codec designs is yes.  

 

2.1.1 Streaming data   

Streaming means that it is possible to view data almost at the same time it is sent, or at least 
within the limits for the speed of light and computer processor capacities. When watching 
moving pictures data must be delivered in a stream format to the client. The stream can come 
either from a stored file or directly from a live source such as a video camera. In a live 
situation the data is first encoded and packetized before it is streamed to the client. In both 
cases the streaming process is handled by a streaming server. The streaming server works as a 
floodgate that sends off the data packets at the right time, according to the packets’ time 
stamps. To conduct a streaming session, necessary elements are a file on a stream format, i.e. 
a time based format (for example MPEG-2), a codec system and a streaming server. [1] 
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2.2 Internet working  

For the Internet to be a functional, useful and practical service to people world wide there 
have to be standards that all network users have agreed upon. The standards constitute the 
fundaments of the Internet. Beside the obvious fact of the necessity to have designated 
equipment for sending and receiving signals, there has to be rules for how information should 
be transformed into signals and how these signals should be interpreted by terminals in the 
network. To be able to communicate in a data network there also has to be a way to 
distinguish between hosts, rules for how to start a transmission, handle collisions etc.  

A protocol is a set of rules that governs data communication. The key elements of a protocol 
are syntax, semantics and timing designed in a layered architecture. Typically, a protocol can 
hold information about the network, the data encryption codec and the session itself. [2] 

To keep standards practical and useful, a handful of Standards Organizations have been 
formed, for example ISO, ITU-T and IEEE. Exact specifications of protocols and standards 
referred to in this thesis are found in standard documentations RFC2326 (RTSP) and 
RFC1889 (RTP.) 

 

2.2.1 Packet switched networks 

Networks intended for transmission of media files must be able to handle units of data. The 
units are called packets and data is held within a packet according to design standards. Within 
a closed network like a company’s intranet, packets can be put together any way the users 
want, as long as hardware and software are able to handle them. In larger networks however, 
if an arbitrary user should be allowed to access information, there is a good point in using 
standardized ways of wrapping data. For example, if a TV station wants everyone with access 
to the Internet to be able to watch their video material, they should see to that the media 
format of the video clips are of a type readable in common media viewing applications such 
as Windows Media Player or QuickTime Player.  
 

2.2.2 Network layers 

The five layer TCP/IP model, or Internet Reference Model, is constituted of a physical layer, 
a data link, a network, a transport layer and an application layer. The physical layer involves 
among other things the mere means to transmit raw, unwrapped data as physical signals. The 
data link layer provides the transferring service between adjacent nodes and could for 
example be GPRS or Ethernet. The network level is responsible for end to end packet 
delivery, like IP packets being sent from a source to a destination. The transport layer is 
typically handled by processes in the host computer operational system and not by routers and 
switches. This layer usually turns the unreliable and very basic service provided by the 
network layer into a more powerful feature. TCP, Transmission Control Protocol, is the most 
common protocol used on the transport level, but UDP, User Datagram Protocol, is also an 
option although not as complex as TCP. The top level in the TCP/IP model is the application 
layer. It interfaces directly to and performs common application services for the application 
processes. RTP is in some meaning found in this position in the hierarchical structure. 
Though, RTP works on many layers at the same time [3].  
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Figure 2.2 [4]: the Internet reference model 

 

The IP packet 

IP stands for Internet Protocol and an IP packet is the smallest unit in which information can 
be sent over the Internet. The IP header includes address information and makes 
communication between network nodes possible. Every node, a computer, a printer etc., has a 
unique IP number. The number can be dynamic and vary from time to time. The IP packet is 
the outer container of the data packet. If it is possible to speak about IP packets as a physical 
phenomenon, the inside of the packet could be described with for example an rtp packet. [5] 

 

Session Description Protocol 

As the name suggests, SDP, session description protocol, contains information about the 
media session. It is a way of describing initial session parameters, such as type of media, type 
of transport protocol, format of the media and duration of the session. SDP works on the 
application layer level. [6] 

 

Real Time Transport Protocol 

The RTP, real time transport protocol, format is designed to run over any packet switched 
network. It is a way of wrapping data inside for example an IP packet and is used as standard 
when delivering media files over the Internet, i.e. when streaming. Each rtp packet is marked 
with a sequence number, a time stamp and a payload type, for specifying what kind of media 
it carries. It is possible to assign a dynamic payload type to the rtp packet and leave it up to 
the session handling mechanism to inform parties about payload specifications. In terms of 
architecture it is quite hard to say which layer RTP is in. RTP does not have a standard TCP 
or UDP port on which it communicates. It uses an even port number, and the next odd port is 
then used for RTCP, Real Time Transport Control Protocol, giving feed back on the quality of 
the RTP stream. [7] When streaming, the UDP standard is always used. Since UDP uses a less 
complex model than TCP, it is fastest way of transmitting data over networks.  

For every Internet standard there are of course specifications that need to be satisfied. An IP 
packet is allowed to contain only one frame, or bits of one frame. Even if the frames are small 
a packet can not carry more than one frame. If an rtp packet contains the last bit of a frame the 
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marker bit M is set to 1. This indicates the end of one frame and the beginning of the next 
one. Figure 2.3 shows the construction of an rtp packet inside an IP packet, and also the 
header fields of the rtp packet. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 [8]: layers in an IP packet and the inner architecture of an rtp packet.  
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Real Time Streaming Protocol RTSP 

The Real Time Streaming Protocol establishes and controls time synchronized streams of 
continuous media. The protocol does most commonly not deliver the media stream itself, 
although interleaving the media stream with the control stream is possible, but works as a 
network remote control that can begin, pause and stop a streaming session [9]. Please note 
that the media stream never is continuous in the traditional mathematical sense. The smallest 
part of a stream is always a packet. All the RTSP functions are displayed in figure 2.4.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: the RTSP functions conducted between client and server.  
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Chapter 3 

The Analyzer  
This chapter describes the initializing part of the master thesis project. In order to learn about 
the rtp format and streaming media behaviour an analyzing tool is constructed. The Analyzer 
is built as a dummy receiver for streaming data. The dummy has somewhat the function of an 
end user, with a built in application for calculating bitrate over various time intervals. Since it 
is not necessary to actually view or listen to the media files while streaming them, the tool is 
called a dummy. The importance, however, is the ability to withdraw information about the 
data stream and show its content in terms of ones and zeros. The Analyzer prints the file 
content packet by packet and draws graphs over the tracks’ bitrate curves. Despite its modest 
name the dummy is quite a complex build from a relatively large number of classes, see 
appendix A for code.  

 

3.1 Construction 

The Analyzer is mainly split into three segments that each handles different functions of the 
program. The controller part answers to the GUI and gets the program running. The graphic 
part is a class drawing graph views in the GUI, the framework being a Snowmint1 open source 
development. Last, the data handling part of the tool takes care of the analyzing process. The 
controller and the graphic part is written in Objective-C for better compatibility with the GUI, 
which is made in Interface Builder, whereas the rest of the code is written in C++. Since both 
Objective-C and C++ are evolved from C and can communicate with each other, these two 
languages are easy to combine. Figure 3.1 describes the UML scheme for the Analyzer.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: UML scheme Analyzer.  
 

1company information at www.snowmintcs.com 
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3.2 Output 

The controller connects to a Darwin Streaming Server and communication is conducted via 
the RTSP protocol. The GUI has an address field in which the user can specify which file to 
stream and the field takes an rtsp string as input, see figure 3.2. Any type of media file on a 
time based format can be used as input. Every media file is encoded with a pre-set bitrate, and 
this bitrate is also drawn in the graph for comparison with the actual bitrate levels reached. 
Unless this parameter is known the comparison between the real bitrate values plotted in the 
graph and the stated bitrate of the file will be difficult to draw conclusions from.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: screen shot of Analyzer text view. 

 

For each packet arriving in the stream, the Analyzer tells the controller to print its size, time 
stamp and sequence number. For a chosen time interval, the analyzer calculates the local 
bitrate. The time interval is an eligible variable in the GUI. The bitrate graph is continuously 
plotted in the graph view while the file is streaming. The local bitrate over the past time 
interval will be plotted at the end time of the interval. This is because a bitrate in its nature 
can not be instantaneous, even though it is often spoken about in that sense. Figure 3.3 in the 
next section shows a streaming session of a media file with both an audio and a video track. 
The straight line is the set bitrate value, here 300 Kb/s. As shown in figure 3.3, the bitrate 
varies considerably much though it is supposed to be even. Various frame sizes, altering 
network conditions and other technical difficulties appearing somewhere along the line all 
contribute to the final curve. (When streaming a file from a local host network switches of 
course have no influence on the streaming process.)  

If the media file content is complicated, typically with lots of short clips and movements in 
the pictures, the frames will be heavy with information and tricky to encode. The encoder is 
often designed to use information from the last encoded frame to encode the next frame, and 
if the movie sequences are quickly shifting in terms of light, colour and movement this will 
cause difficulties in the encoding phase.  
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Figure 3.3: screen shot of Analyzer GUI. Note that the scales are not the same in the video 
and audio graphs.  
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Chapter 4 

The QuickTime file format  
This chapter goes through the file format of QuickTime. To modify a file it is necessary to 
know about its construction and which parts can be changed without ruining the original 
content. The composition of a file is a delicate matter. One could think that pure data is 
written to some available disc space somewhere and that when someone wants to read it, it 
simply is to press “play” and go. This is not really the case, although for the end user most 
details about file storing are not essential knowledge. For this thesis however, the very 
smallest details about file storing and composition are significant.  

The QuickTime file format is a multimedia container file which can include one or more 
media tracks with different types of data. The file extension is .mov. Typically, a movie file 
includes a video track, an audio track, media hint tracks and maybe text and effects for a 
surround system. The file format is based on a hierarchical structure using so called atoms. An 
atom is more or less a container holding either data or description of data. QuickTime uses 
two different types of atoms: classic atoms and QT atoms. A QT atom is simply an atom 
containing other atoms. By building a file this way a tree structure occurs that is easy to 
navigate. An atom which holds no other atoms is called a leaf and contains raw data, usually 
in the form of tables. To arrange the file in an overseeable tree structure there are several 
different atom type specifications. For streaming data specific atoms must be used, that 
contain information about how to interpret not only the data itself, but also the data stream. 
All atom names of four lower case letter combinations are reserved by Apple but new atoms 
for special purposes can be designed by a developer. [10] 

 

4.1 RTP Hint Tracks 

The QuickTime file format supports streaming media over both networks and local playback. 
Protocol processes, such as streaming, are time based and should logically be described by a 
time based format, for example QuickTime. A QuickTime file meant for streaming includes 
information about how to stream the data units. This information is found in additional hint 
tracks, which are sent alongside the data tracks that contain the actual movie data. [10]  

In the RTP standard, each media track is sent as a separate RTP stream and therefore each 
media track in the movie has an associated RTP hint track. The hint track contains a reference 
back to the actual media track that is streaming. In many aspects the hint track defines how 
the media file will be interpreted. The packet size, for example, is decided when the hint track 
is created and the sample description for the hint track as a result of this contains the 
maximum packet size indication. This means that the sample description for RTP declares the 
maximum packet size which the hint track will generate. The SDP information mentioned in 
chapter 2 is also stored as hint track information. [10] 

The example file in figure 4.1 is constructed with the ‘moov’ atom as the utmost container in 
the QT characteristic tree like structure. As revealed in the picture, the file has four tracks, of 
which two are hint tracks and two are regular media tracks. Information about the data 
samples is found in the Sample Table atom named ‘stbl’. The Sample Table atom contains the 
atoms Sample Descriptions, Sample to Time, Sample to Chunk, Sample Sizes and Chunk 
Offsets. The samples are stored in chunks, which can be seen as clusters. Each cluster 
contains the same amount of samples. The Chunk Offset atom contains a table over offsets to 
the chunks. In the hint track, chunks 1 to 7 contain 27 samples, chunk number 8 contains 26 
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samples and so on. The offset to the first chunk is 3404921, as listed in the Chunk Offset 
table. Thus the first packet of the first frame in the first chunk is found here. The offset itself 
is a relative address. The sizes of the samples are found in the Sample Size atom ‘stsz’. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: the atom structure in a mov-file.  
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It is possible to move even a further step into the file structure and reach the data on byte size 
level. By making a so called hex dump on a sample it is possible to parse the data byte by 
byte. In figure 4.2, the first 100 bytes of the first hint track sample with offset 3404921 are 
displayed. The first two bytes, here 00 04, is the Entry count. Four is the number of packets 
that together form the first frame. The next two bytes are reserved by Apple and must be set to 
zero.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: hexdump on the first 100 bytes of a frame. The relative transmission time is  
00 00 00 00.  
 

Following bytes are the Packet entry table which can be of various sizes. The first four bytes 
in the Packet entry table, here 00 00 00 00, are the Relative Packet Transmission Time. This is 
where it becomes interesting. The four bytes being set to zero mean that the packet will be 
sent at the same time as the hint sample’s actual time, which is the play time for the frame. No 
delay or advance is stated. These four bytes can however contain a 32-bit signed integer, 
where a negative value means the packet will be sent earlier than the actual sample play time. 
The 32-bit signed integer value indicates the time to send the packet relative to the hint 
sample’s actual time. A positive value could be useful for repeating packets at later times but 
that will not be of interest in this thesis. The relative transmission time should be stated in the 
hint track’s time scale which here is 90000 (the clock frequency is 1/90000) [10]. Thus, 
writing negative relative time values to the hint samples can be used for smoothing the bitrate, 
which is the exact intention of this thesis. Figure 4.3 shows the same 100 bytes as figure 4.2, 
but with some modification. The first packet now has the relative transmission time  
ff ff f1 f0, which in two’s complement translates to -3600. In time this corresponds to  
-3600/90.000 = -0.04 seconds.  
 
 

 

 

Figure 4.3: hexdump on the first 100 bytes of a frame. The relative transmission time is  
ff ff f1 f0.  
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One sample in the hint track generates one or more rtp packets. Every entry in the sample data 
table in the hint track corresponds to a single rtp packet. The rtp time stamps of all packets in 
a hint sample are the same as the hint sample time. Packets that do not have the same rtp time 
stamp can not be placed in the same hint sample. Inside a hint sample track, each packet time 
stamp must be non-decreasing. This implies a packet i in a frame j can not be allotted a 
relative transmission time unless packet i-1 in frame j is also remarked. If the relative 
transmission time value is larger than the duration of frame j, all the packets in frame j-1 also 
have to be remarked, see figure 4.4.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: the original order of the packets in three consecutive frames and an allowed 
modification of the packet order in the same frames.  
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Chapter 5 

The Reorganizer 
This chapter describes the construction process for the plug-in that aims to change the 
packets’ relative transmission times in a media file. It goes through the main idea behind the 
Reorganizer, the mathematical algorithm and its pseudo code. Discussion about other possible 
algorithmic solutions is found in chapter 7. 

The construction of the Reorganizer is based on knowledge gained from the Analyzer and the 
QuickTime file format description as well as the standard of RTP. The cornerstones of the 
Reorganizer are derived from an instance in the Telestream software and rewritten to suit the 
purpose of the new plug-in.  

With a software product aimed for file construction, a media file can be encoded with any pre-
set bitrate. A high bitrate value indicates heavier frames consisting of more packets, and a low 
bitrate means not so much information can be sent in every frame and therefore fewer packets 
are needed for encoding the file. There is no limit for how many packets a frame can consist 
of. The number of frames will however always be the same no matter the pre-set bitrate level. 

To meet the demands for a minimal client buffer the plug-in is provided with a one second 
long buffer which is modelled like a sliding window. Whereas a client computer can allocate 
the needed memory size for buffering streaming media, a mobile phone has a much more 
restricted amount of available memory for this type of features. Since the client buffer size 
most likely is in the range of a few seconds, the Reorganizer window buffer is designed for 
holding one second’s worth of frames. Any media file on a time based format can be modified 
with the Reorganizer.  

 

5.1 Construction idea 

The basic overall idea in the Reorganizer algorithm is to move data from high to low bitrate 
areas. Note that moving data does not mean relocating the actual file content, but only 
changing the time for when the packet will be sent. This will take place after the encoder 
phase and before the stream is released to the streaming server. 

By buffering one second at the time of incoming media from the encoder, it is possible to 
compare the frames and find areas with high and low bitrates. The buffer is built with pointers 
to the incoming frames; for every new frame a new pointer. The result is a queue of pointers, 
which can access everything the frame object owns. If the frame rate is 25 frames per second 
this will consequently generate a buffer holding 25 pointers at each time. For every new frame 
that enters the scope a pointer to the frame is pushed back at the end of the buffer. The frame 
that is pointed at by the first element in the buffer is then released to the streaming server and 
popped from the buffer front. With this the buffer gets the function of a sliding window. 

A frame consists of one or more packets as shown in figure 5.1. All packets belonging to the 
same frame also have the same play time. As long as the relative transmission time is not 
changed, the send time will be the same as the play time. If the relative transmission time is 
not modified it will always be zero (00 00 00 00). 
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Figure 5.1: the buffer consists of frame pointers and hence the buffer can access everything 
the frame objects own.  

 

The items in the buffer will be on frame level, but the remarking must be done on packet 
level. All packets carrying bits of the same frame do not need to be remarked with the same 
relative transmission time, but within each hint track each packet time stamp must be non-

decreasing. Hence, if there is a suitable opening for giving one or more packets new relative 
transmission times, some computing must be done. The mathematical algorithm is described 
in section 5.2. It is very important that the play time order of the packets is not changed. Only 
the relative transmission times can be modified, as long as the play times are kept untouched. 
The play time order is the same order in which the frames should be viewed, whereas the send 
time order is the order in which the streaming server will send the packets to the client, see 
figure 5.2. A negative relative transmission time conveys the packet will be sent prematurely 
by the streaming server, but it will still be played at its original play time. In other words a 
remarked packet arrives to the client some short time before it is supposed to be played -a 
kind of warping of the time line has taken place. The client will be indifferent to this since the 
buffer on the receiving side is assumed to be able to handle one second of buffering. Yet the 
media quality will be better because situations where frames are dropped due to bitrate peaks 
causing overflow in the network can be avoided. A more even usage of the network will also 
facilitate the network capacity for other traffic. 
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Figure 5.2: the expected bitrate curve appearance through the streaming system. The client 
could for example be the Analyzer built as step one in this master thesis.  

 

5.1.1 Workflow in Telestream software 

The Telestream software Episode Pro consists of a number of different instances, such as 
format converters, decoders, encoders, effect filters etc. The Reorganizer is made as an extra 
instance of the packetizer component, and is designed to handle any kind of hinted media 
files. The packetizer’s task is, just as its name suggests, wrapping data in rtp packets and 
preparing them for streaming. The Reorganizer, as a follow up to the Packetizer, provides the 
packets with potentially new relative transmission times and once more remanufactures the 
file. The Reorganizer plug-in does thus not stream a file itself, but rebuilds it for better 
streaming performance properties. The rebuilt file can either be streamed right away or be 
stored to a file for streaming on demand later on.  
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5.2 Algorithm 

As described in section 5.1, the buffer is constructed of frame pointers. For every new frame 
that enters the scope, a pointer to it is pushed at the end of the buffer and the oldest frame 
pointer is released and popped at the front. This leads to a new buffer situation for every new 
frame. The frame sizes are also stored in a parallel container. The size values will be modified 
along with the packet reorganization process and the parallel container is therefore very much 
needed for comparison when locating bitrate peaks as time goes by. From now on the 
container with elements consisting of frame sizes will be referred to as the frame container. 

When a new frame enters the scope, an iterator goes through the frame container and locates 
the highest bitrate value and the element index ‘k’ equal to it. When the highest peak is found, 
the iterator once again goes through the frame container until it reaches ‘k’, in order to find 
the lowest bitrate value before the peak, at index ‘l’. If the difference in size between the 
largest and the smallest frame is big enough, the remarking loop is enabled. If the bitrate 
difference is small compared to the packet evaluated for remarking, giving the packet a new 
send time will only generate a dislocation of the bitrate peak and no actual bitrate smoothing. 
In the remarking loop, an iterator goes through the real buffer until it finds the frame number 
at index ‘l’, where the lowest bitrate value is. The packets in the frames between the lowest 
and the highest bitrates are then one after one remarked with new relative transmission times 
according to the mathematical conditions in the algorithm. Pseudo code is found in section 
5.2.1.  

If a packet gets remarked, it means the place in time where it was originally sent will get a 
decreased bitrate, and the time to where the packet is moved will get an increased bitrate. This 
must be adjusted in the frame container for following comparisons to be correct. The frame 
container stores sizes instead of bitrates, but this is of course proportional entities that can 
easily be transformed into one another. Since the buffer holds one second of data at the time 
and bitrate limitations is often stated over one second, the Reorganizer runs no risk in 
“creating” too high bitrates. Each packet can be moved forward in time equal the time of the 
duration of a frame. Because the packet sequence numbers in a hinted media track must have 
non-decreasing time stamps, packet number 1 in a frame can not be remarked if packet 0 is 
not already remarked and so on. No packet is allowed to “move ahead” of the packets before 
it. If packet number 0 is remarked the option of remarking following packets is enabled. The 
reorganization loop gives the bitrate curve a squashed profile, with flattened but widened 
peaks, see figure 5.3. The original frame bitrates and the new bitrates are stored and written to 
a temporary file for easy plotting of theoretical values. Results and discussion are found in 
chapters 6 and 7. 
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Figure 5.3: flattening of the bitrate curve step by step.  
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5.2.1 Nomenclature 

 
Quantity  Name  Unity 
 
K  Capitalized K 210 

B  Byte  23 bits 
Bf  Frame bitrate  [Kb/s] 
Fs  Frame size  [B] 
Fd  Frame duration [s] 
Bp  Packet bitrate [Kb/s] 
Ps  Packet size  [B]   
Bδ  Bitrate difference [Kb/s] 
Bn  New bitrate  [Kb/s] 
tt  Transmit time [s] 
tr  Rel. transmission time [s] 
tp  Play time  [s] 
 
 

5.2.2 Pseudo code 

 
Data: frame in scope 
Result: remarked packet  
Push back in buffer frame pointer; 
Push back in frame container frame size; 
for (every element j in frame container) 
     find largest size; 
     store element j as k; 
for (every element n < k in frame container) 
     find smallest size; 
     store element n as l; 
     store first packet of frame l+1 as target; 
if (Bδ > Bp) 
    set flagOne = TRUE; 
if (packet is target & flagOne is TRUE) 
    for (every element l+1 < m < k in buffer) 
         for (every packet p in element m) 
               if (packet is unmarked & Bδ > Bp & flagTwo is TRUE) 
                    remark packet p; 
                    compute new sizes in frame container; 
                    set flagTwo = TRUE; 
                if (Bδ < Bp) 
                    set flagTwo = FALSE; 
     set flagOne = FALSE; 
release first frame in buffer; 
pop front in buffer; 
pop front in frame container; 
end; 
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Chapter 6 

Results and statistics  
This chapter considers the results of the Reorganizer algorithm. Three examples with different 
files are reviewed and discussed. Both theoretical and real values are presented, the former 
with data directly taken from the plug-in and the latter with streaming data values from the 
Analyzer, taken from a stream on demand session. 

The theoretical values are plotted with Gnuplot and the real values are shown in screen shots 
from the Analyzer GUI and Matlab plots. Because the graphic in the Analyzer does not use 
high resolution and the change in a file before and after the Reorganizer is not always very 
distinct, it might be difficult to with the mere eye see a clear improvement in the screen shots. 
Further, the time interval over which the user chooses to measure the bitrate values highly 
affects the outcome. A more detailed explanation to this is described in section 6.2. Although, 
if investigated with statistic methods, it can be shown that there is a difference with and 
without the Reorganizer. Theoretically the difference is quite noticeable.  

 

6.1 The test file 

In order to establish that the Reorganizer performs desirable, an easy encoded test file is 
created. The file is made of a few seconds of completely black frames, one colored frame with 
movement, followed by another set of black frames. Intuitively the bitrate curve should be 
low, rise high, and then turn down low again. If the Reorganizer handles the file correctly the 
peak in the middle should after the reorganization have been halved in height but duplicated 
in width. Figure 6.1 shows the theoretical values and figure 6.2 and 6.3 are screen shots from 
the Analyzer. The reason the peak is not exactly cut in half in figure 6.1 is the rtp packets 
come in quantified data amounts and not in a continuous stream. The packet in the middle of 
the peak frame will not be moved forward in time if the resulting bitrate at that time will then 
be higher than the bitrate for the original time.  
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Figure. 6.1: original and reorganized bitrate curves for the test file.  

 

As shown in figure 6.1 the bitrate curve is modified according to expectations and the 
conclusion that the Reorganizer is operating correctly is drawn. This is also verified in the 
screen shots from the Analyzer, see figures 6.2 and 6.3. The difference in height between the 
theoretical peak values and the estimated real peak values among other things deduces from 
the time interval chosen in the Analyzer.  
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Figure 6.2: original file bitrate curve when streamed in the Analyzer. Top value 1477 Kb/s.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.3: reorganized file bitrate curve when streamed in the Analyzer. Compared to the 
original file, the top value is almost cut in half, to 873 Kb/s.  
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6.2 The sports file 

Figure 6.4 shows the theoretical bitrate values for a file with a set bitrate 300 Kb/s and a 
maximum packet size of 800 B. The file is a film sequence of a man waterskiing; the 
background and foreground moving at different speeds and a lot of water splashing. The 
duration of each frame is 0.04 seconds and the bitrate curve is plotted for every frame. Since 
the file is approximately 30 seconds long the graph is build from approximately 30/0.04 =  
750 data points. The file has not passed through the Reorganizer instance. As the plot reveals, 
the very first frame is much bigger than the following frames, causing a difficult first bitrate 
peak. When streaming the file without passing the Reorganizer, a lot of spikes appear where 
one or more larger frames pass the scope. The bitrate drops at the end of the file due to 
smaller finishing frames.  

Figure 6.5 shows the same file, but now after passing through the Reorganizer. (Note that the 
y-axis does not have the same scale as in figure 6.4.) The parameters are still the same. 
Obvious spikes still appear, especially around the time of 6 and 18 seconds, but they are 
clearly smaller than before. All new peaks are yet smaller since the algorithm prevents 
remarking of packets creating a peak with as high amplitude as the original peak. The peaks in 
figure 6.5 can thus be results of packets being moved forward in time, creating a new but 
smaller peak. Because the packets are of quantified sizes, it is not possible to completely 
smooth the bitrate along the 300-line.  

Plotting both bitrate curves in the same figure illustrates more clearly that there is a difference 
before and after the Reorganizer, see figure 6.6. The largest spikes do no longer exist in the 
reorganized curve, which is more centered around the pre-set bitrate value. In figure 6.7 the 
old and new frame sizes are plotted instead of the bitrate values. The curves’ outlines look 
like the ones in figure 6.6, only in another scale. 
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Figure 6.4: original bitrate curve for the 300 Kb/s sports file.  
 

 

 Figure 6.5: reorganized bitrate curve for the 300 Kb/s sports file. Note that the scale is not the 
same as in picture 6.4.  
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Figure 6.6: original and reorganized bitrate curves for the 300 Kb/s sports file.  

 

Figure 6.7: original and reorganized frame sizes for the 300 Kb/s sports file.  
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As mentioned, the difference between the bitrate curves when inspecting them with the 
Analyzer is not always easy to perceive. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 are screen shots of a streaming 
session with the original file respectively the rebuilt file.  

 

 

Figure 6.8: screen shots from the original sports file streamed in the Analyzer.  

 

 

Figure 6.9: screen shot from the reorganized sports file streamed in the Analyzer. Note that 
the scale is not the same as in figure 6.8.  
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The difference between the files is not as obvious as they are in the theoretical plots. This can 
be due to a number of aspects, for example the Analyzer bitrate calculation function. In the 
Reorganizer, the frame container elements are sizes, stored in the entity byte. Every element is 
associated with a certain time, the play time of the original frame, still if the original frame 
size has been modified. The theoretical data values taken from the Reorganizer are based on 
the sizes in the frame container, plotted against an exact time value. Owing to bitrate being an 
entity by nature measured over a time span, these instantaneous values can never be 
acknowledged in reality. In the Analyzer on the other hand, a real time stopwatch is 
implemented. With the interval set in the GUI, the stopwatch is read and all packets received 
since the last reading constitute the amount of data to base the bitrate measurement on. The 
data amount is divided with the time interval, and plotted at the end point for the interval. The 
bitrate is thus plotted as an average over the recently past period of time.  

At least two insecurity factors are observable if studying the Analyzer function more 
carefully: the length of the time intervals not being exactly alike (due to code operations 
taking time), and the data not being received as a continuous stream. A packet arriving in the 
splice of two time intervals must unconditionally be counted as belonging to only one of 
them, leaving the bitrate calculation maybe unjust. The time interval set in the GUI also 
affects the resulting bitrates. In theory, it does not matter what time interval the user chooses. 
In reality though, since the data arrives in packets, a time interval smaller than the frame 
duration can show misleading results. Bitrate values are per definition estimations made over 
one second.  

On account of these technicalities together with the streaming not taking place in a clean 
environment, the computer is perhaps using process power to carry out other tasks, a fair bit 
of unreliability is involved in the real bitrate plots.  

The same file as in the sports example but encoded with a set bitrate of 800 instead of 300, 
has the bitrate curves shown in figure 6.10. Larger bitrate equals more packets per frame. A 
larger difference between the original and the rebuilt file appears. The green line concealing 
the red line indicates that no packets have been remarked in those places. The red line of the 
original file shines through the green line of the reorganized file on far more places than with 
the 300 Kb/s-file.  

A noticeable difference can also be detected when studying the sequence numbers plotted 
against the time, see figure 6.11. Beside the fact that the 800 Kb/s-file consists of more 
packets and therefore results in a steeper curve, it is also bumpier than the 300 Kb/s-line. 
When the file is encoded with higher bitrate, the file is constructed of more packets and hence 
more packets are available for a plausible new relative transmission time. A remarked packet 
renders in a short steep bend in the curve, due to the packet being moved forward in time and 
placed on the same time line as other packets. By this the curve will get a more swaying 
appearance. 
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Figure 6.10: original and reorganized bitrate curves for the 800 Kb/s sports file. Note that the 
scale is not the same as in figure 6.7.  

: 

 

Figure 6.11: comparison packet sequence numbers plotted against time for the 300 and 800 
Kb/s sports files.  
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6.3 The thriller file 

The file encoded in this example is a trailer for the movie Matrix, which became a huge block 
buster in 1999. Because of the fast movements in the frames and the variation in movement 
and colour between them, the file is typically hard to encode. This could lead to the encoder 
not being able to compress data the right way, which leads to bad picture quality. Large 
frames can be dropped by the network if the bitrate limit is exceeded. A network often has 
bottlenecks where bitrate must be kept strict under allowed limits.  
 
In figure 6.12 the original file and the rebuilt file are plotted. The set bitrate for both files is 
300 Kb/s and the file length is approximately 2.5 minutes. The original file has quite large 
peaks appearing all over but in the reorganized file the peaks are about half the height of the 
original values.  
 
 

 
Figure 6.12: original and reorganized bitrate curves for the 300 Kb/s thriller file.  

 
When the bitrate is pre-set to 1000 Kb/s, see figure 6.13, the result looks a bit messier. This is 
a file meant to have a high pre-set bitrate value and when turning the bitrate up to 1000 Kb/s 
the encoding gets more adjusted. The peaks will be higher but also more even, and hence the 
need for remarking diminishes. The Reorganizer can not remove spikes unless there are areas 
in front of them with much lower bitrates.   
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Figure 6.13: original and reorganized bitrate curves for the 1000 Kb/s thriller file. Note that 
the scale is not the same as in figure 6.12.  
 

6.4 Statistic analysis 

The statistic analysis is based on both theoretical values and real values from streaming 
sessions in the Analyzer. The Matlab function dfittool is used for making the distribution plots 
in section 6.4.2.  

6.4.1 Theoretical values 

Since the distribution for a file regarding bitrate values is a bit tricky to reveal, the analysis is 
based on the root mean square formula: 
 

 
 
where xi is the difference between the measured and the average bitrate values and n is the 
number of points in the set. (In this case the root mean square is the same as the standard 
deviation.) The bitrate average is not necessarily the same as the pre-set bitrate value, but 
must be calculated separately for every time a file is streamed.  

In table 6.1 is a list of the example files and what theoretical improvement they have gained 
from the Reorganizer. As shown, not only the pre-set bitrate have influence on the 
improvement. The thriller file with a pre-set value of 300 Kb/s is more affected by the 
Reorganizer than the 1000 Kb/s file. The sports file with the lower bitrate value as expected 
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does not get as much improvement as the higher bitrate file. Of course, a lower bitrate file 
does not have as many high peaks from the beginning, needing flattening.   

Table 6.2 shows the same files but with a buffer length of 0.5 seconds instead of 1.0. All files 
except the 300 Kb/s sport file actually get better streaming properties with the shorter buffer 
length. The average bitrates varies slightly because of coding technical reasons.  

For comparison, table 6.3 shows the same files again, with the extended buffer length of 2.0 
seconds. For the files tested, a longer buffer obviously does not guarantee better streaming 
properties.  
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File 

Buffer 1.0  

      

Pre-set 

bitrate 

[Kb/s] 

Average 

bitrate 

[Kb/s] 

xrms 

original 

xrms 

reorganized 

Improvement 

[%] 

Sports 300 260.94 92.02 90.18 2.0 

Sports 1000 798.01 337.32 324.84 3.7 

Thriller 300 227.32 139.34 117.32 15.8 

Thriller 1000 404.43 347.50 319.88 7.9 

 

Table 6.1: comparison rms values from different files with 1 second buffer.  

 

File 

Buffer 0.5 

Pre-set 

bitrate 

[Kb/s] 

Average 

bitrate 

[Kb/s] 

xrms 

original 

xrms 

reorganized 

Improvement 

[%] 

Sports 300 265.41 90.88 90.04 0.9 

Sports 1000 808.04 339.29 325.06 4.2 

Thriller 300 227.49 139.80 117.16 16.2 

Thriller 1000 404.70 348.54 318.86 8.5 

 

Table 6.2: comparison rms values from different files with 0.5 second buffer. 

 

File 

Buffer 2.0 

Pre-set 

bitrate 

[Kb/s] 

Average 

bitrate 

[Kb/s] 

xrms 

original 

xrms 

reorganized 

Improvement 

[%] 

Sports 300 251.63 92.90 91.08 2.0 

Sports 1000 765.60 336.10 326.25 2.9 

Thriller 300 226.33 138.91 118.55 14.7 

Thriller 1000 403.51 347.08 321.71 7.3 

 

Table 6.3: comparison rms values from different files with 2 second buffer. 
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6.4.2 Real time streaming values 

To determine if independent random samples, X1 and X2, are drawn from the same 
underlying continuous population a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is conducted. If the answer to 
the test is 1, the hypothesis that X1 and X2 are from the same underlying distribution can with 
significance 99 % be discarded, if the output is 0 it can not. For analysis of real time 
streaming values, the 300 Kb/s thriller file from previous examples is chosen for evaluation. 
To get enough points for the K_S test to be considerable, the original and the reorganized file 
are streamed ten times each and the values collected in two matrixes. The K-S test answer to 
the data sets is 1, i.e. it is most certain that X1 and X2 are from different distributions. This 
alone is not proof for the reorganized file being smoother than the original file, but together 
with the standard deviation calculations, that for the original file is 157.7 and for the 
reorganized file is 151.9, it can be statistically shown that the Reorganizer have smoothened 
the bitrate. Figure 6.14 shows the fitted distribution curves over a histogram of the samples. 
Between 200 and 500 Kb/s, it is more likely to find the reorganized samples, whereas above 
500, it is more likely to find the original. More samples from the reorganized file thus have 
lower bitrates than samples from the original file, which is what the Reorganizer aim to 
accomplish. The distribution curves may look very similar, but considering the large amount 
of data points in the set the difference between them is big enough for the K-S test to be 1. 
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show two of the streaming sessions, plotted with Gnuplot.  

 

Figure 6.14: distribution fit for original and reorganized streaming values.  
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Figure 6.15: original and reorganized bitrate streaming values taken from the Analyzer.  

 

Figure 6.16: original and reorganized bitrate streaming values taken from the Analyzer. 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion  
This chapter is devoted to discussion concerning the work in this thesis, regarding possible 
improvements and alternatives. 
 

7.1 Buffer properties 

The buffer length, or the window, can be made any size, the difference only being the number 
of frames from which to detect extreme values. The more frames the buffer holds the bigger is 
the chance of detecting real extreme values that will in fact be smeared by moving data 
forward in time. If the buffer holds one second worth of frames and the frame rate is 
reasonably high, a bitrate value under the allowed pre-set value will most probable be found 
and the remarking of data packets will be of real use. On the other hand, the longer the buffer 
is the more delayed the streaming session will get in a live situation. If a file is encoded, 
reorganized and stored to a disk, the delay will not appear and the Reorganizer thus has no 
critical time limit to use. In a live streaming scenario however, time delays are very much 
unwanted. Since the buffer withholds the frames for evaluation, the time from when a frame 
enters until it is released from the buffer is just as long as the buffer itself. With only two 
frames at the time the delay will be short, at the expense of the relevancy in remarking 
packets. One possible approach for at least minimizing the initializing delay could be to make 
the initializing buffer time smaller than it is finally supposed to be. Gradually the buffer could 
extend until the wanted size is reached. The delay would then appear during the first seconds 
of streaming, in between the frames. Again, if the frame rate is high a short delay amidst the 
frames might not lead to very bad picture quality. The opening bitrate would perhaps not be as 
good but an irritating lag could be avoided.  

Synchronization problems between tracks within a media file can also cause difficulties in a 
live situation. By delaying the start of certain data streams this can be solved, but this is not 
closer looked into in this thesis.  

When the Reorganizer uses a buffer of one second and for every new buffer situation locates 
only the largest peak, a problem occurs when two almost equally high bitrate peaks appears 
with a one second gap. The problem will show if the lower peak of the two comes first and 
the largest later. The iterator will detect the largest one, far back in the buffer, and start 
remarking packets in front of it. When the remarking is done the first frame in the buffer, 
being the second largest peak, is released and nothing can any longer be done about it. If it is 
known beforehand that the file has key frames with an interval that resembles the buffer 
length, a good idea is to actually shorten the buffer a bit. By applying a buffer length of 0.5 
seconds, the thriller file encoded with 1000 Kb/s could be improved some decimal points 
using the root mean square method, see table 6.2. The improvement originates from the few 
problematic peaks mentioned, which have been flattened.  

The buffer can of course also be made longer but this might cause difficulties if the receiving 
client can not handle it. Aside the case with peaks at the buffer ends, better values will not 
necessarily be the result of an extended buffer length with the present algorithm. 
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7.2 Algorithmic alternatives 

More than one approach to the reorganizing algorithm is conceivable. In section 5.2 is a 
buffer windowing 25 frames at the time described, but other solutions are also imaginable. 
The simplest and perhaps most intuitive way of smoothing the bitrate could be to just compare 
two frames at the time and move data from the second to the first. This would involve a much 
less time consuming reorganizing algorithm. The first frame is the one with the lowest play 
time, and since data must only be sent prematurely and not delayed, the remarking of packets 
only works if the second frame is the larger of the two. If the algorithm has a sliding window 
characteristic, this method of comparing only two frames will more be like a sort of stuffing 
process. The Reorganizer will simply move data forward in time as much as possible for 
every comparison made, see figure 7.1.  

Although this is maybe the simplest way of solving the bitrate smoothing problem it might 
not be the most effective. If only two bitrates, i.e. two frame sizes, are compared, the 
difference might be too small for a remarking to do any good. It is after all no use in moving 
data in time if it only means shifting the overload forward. Two consecutive frames can very 
well both be contributing to a bitrate over the average bitrate value and moving a packet from 
one to the other will not bring about an improvement. If the algorithm only handles two 
frames, the Reorganizer thus runs a risk of detecting false extreme values. There is however a 
point in shifting data around even if it means moving it from a peak to a smaller peak. The 
average bitrate will still be smoother; notwithstanding the set bitrate level is not kept. One 
frame that can never be handled with this type of reorganizing algorithm is the very first 
frame of the file. It is after all not possible to build a time machine. Because the first frame is 
often a large key frame the first bitrate peak is unavoidable with this type of bitrate smoothing 
solution. 

In the present Reorganizer algorithm every packet can at the maximum be moved forward in 
time equal to the length of the frame duration. If every packet instead could be allotted a 
longer relative transmission time the bitrate curve could be further smoothened. This requires 
a more complex mathematical algorithm, with more computations and additional parallel 
containers keeping track of which packets have been remarked. As the algorithm is presently 
implemented, it also makes the buffer length parameter somewhat redundant. Unless the 
buffer is very short, for example two frames as discussed above, a longer buffer does not 
really have that big an impact on the result. Only one frame at the time enters the buffer and is 
compared with the other queued frames. The first frame, soon to be released, has already been 
subject for evaluation 25 times, the second first 24 times, and so on. This means the front of 
the buffer is most likely as smooth as possible, and new reorganization only takes place 
amongst the latter frames in the buffer. If the buffer is one or five seconds long might 
therefore not matter.  

There is also a time limit for the reorganization process. Today, the algorithm has its 
limitations in a real time streaming scenario. Even though the algorithm itself is fast enough, 
the time delay and synchronization problem originating from the reorganization process leave 
room for further system improvements. When rebuilding a file for a postponed streaming 
session it is though useful. Further, the matter of the algorithm giving higher bitrate files 
better results than lower bitrate files is within the limitations for this thesis not really a 
problem. A low bitrate file or an already smooth bitrate file does not need to be reorganized 
and should be left in their original state. The reorganization of a file takes both time and 
power and should not be done unless it is needed.  
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Figure 7.1: algorithm behaviour when only two frames at the time are compared.  
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and future work 
This last chapter includes a finishing conclusion and also discusses recommendations for 
future work. 

 

8.1 Conclusion 

The objective for this thesis, to build a plug-in tool to improve the way media data is 
transmitted over networks, is followed through with clear results. The largest bitrate peaks 
appearing when streaming media is highly possible to reduce and the plug-in works well on 
both low- and high bitrate encoded files. It has the best result on files with prominent key 
frames or high bitrate variation, which also are the ones in most need of smoothing. The 
reorganization has no impact other than on bitrate levels when streaming on demand, but is in 
its present state too time consuming for a live streaming scenario. Further, the Reorganizer 
instance has been implemented in the Telestream software and is compatible with the already 
existing workflow.  

 

8.2 Future work 

In order to state the Reorganizer works well in a wireless network it would be desirable to 
conduct tests in a real system. Necessary for real time tests are network simulating equipment 
and good analyzing tools for controlling the results. A strong recommendation for future work 
is thus to further develop the Analyzer in order to clarify what outcome the reorganizing 
process actually has. To shape data traffic even better the algorithmic solution also leaves 
room for supplementary methods. The algorithm used today could very well be the base on 
which to build additional parts. Both the coding technicalities regarding the time aspect and 
the data handling aspect could be improved. A more optimized code would speed up the 
execution, and a more complex algorithm loop could help smoothing the bitrate. The ability to 
move packets forward in time more than one frame duration could for example be a first step 
in a future line of work.  
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Appendix A 
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/Users/christina/Desktop/code.h
/*
 *  Reorganizer.h
 *  Reorganizer
 *
 *  Created by Christina Gratorp 2007.
 */

#ifndef __Reorganizer_H__
#define __Reorganizer_H__

#include <CMPacketizer.h>
#include <PWLib.h>

using namespace PW;
using namespace CM;
using namespace std;

class Reorganizer : public RPacketizer
{
private:
    UInt32 mPacketCounter;

UInt32 mFrameCounter;
UInt64 mNumberOfBytes;

CComponentStatus *mStatus;    

double m_elements;
double play_time;
double m_buffer_time;
double m_duration;
double average;

int j;
int k;
int l;
int m;
int n;

int diff;
int frame_size;
int max_sixe;
int min_size;
int target_packet;
int target_size;

bool flagOne;
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bool flagTwo;

FILE *p_file;
FILE *o_file;

public:
    Reorganizer();
    ~Reorganizer();
    
    bool process(); 
    void flush() {}

std::deque<RRTPFrame*>m_buffer; 
deque<int>m_frames;

    
//    CThreadResult runloop(RObject *);
    Result configure(RPacketizerConfiguration & iConfig);

UInt32 int2char(UInt32 iLength, UInt8 * iBuff, UInt8 * oBuff);

CComponentStatus getStatus();
};

#endif
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#include "reorganizer.h"

#include <pwbase/endian.hpp>
#include <math.h>

using namespace pwbase::endian;

PACKETIZER_INSTANCE(Reorganizer);

Reorganizer::Reorganizer()
:flagOne(FALSE)
,flagTwo(FALSE)

{
mStatus = new CComponentStatus();
mStatus->setStatusCode(kInitialized);
mPacketCounter = 0;
mFrameCounter = 0;
mNumberOfBytes = 0;
// theoretical bitrates after remarking
p_file = fopen ("/Users/christina/Desktop/streaming_bitrates.log", "w"); 
// original bitrates
o_file = fopen ("/Users/christina/Desktop/original_bitrates.log", "w"); 

}

CComponentStatus Reorganizer::getStatus() 
{

mStatus->setNumberOfBytes(mNumberOfBytes);
mStatus->setNumberOfFrames(mFrameCounter);

return *mStatus;
}

Reorganizer::~Reorganizer()
{

delete mStatus;
fclose(p_file);
fclose(o_file);

}

UInt32 Reorganizer::int2char(UInt32 iLength, UInt8 * iBuff, UInt8 * oBuff)
{

UInt32 oSize = 2 * iLength;
for (UInt32 i = 0; i < iLength; i++)

    {
UInt8 lBot = iBuff[i] & 0xf;
UInt8 lTop = (iBuff[i] >> 4) & 0xf;
oBuff[2 * i + 1] = (lBot < 10) ? lBot + 0x30 : lBot + 0x37;
oBuff[2 * i] = (lTop < 10) ? lTop + 0x30 : lTop + 0x37;
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}
return oSize;

}

Result Reorganizer::configure(RPacketizerConfiguration & iConfig)
{
    RPtr<const RRTPDescription> rd = mReaders[0]->getDescription();
    
    DEBUG_PRINT(("Variables in RTPDescription"));
    DEBUG_PRINT(("---------------------------"));
    DEBUG_PRINT(("Version: %d", rd->mVersion));
    DEBUG_PRINT(("Payload: %d", rd->mPayload));
    DEBUG_PRINT(("SSRC: %d", rd->mSSRC));
    DEBUG_PRINT(("Port: %d", rd->mPort));
    DEBUG_PRINT(("NumPorts: %d", rd->mNumPorts));
    DEBUG_PRINT(("Transport: %s", rd->mTransport.c_str()));
    DEBUG_PRINT(("Encoding: %s", rd->mEncoding.c_str()));
    DEBUG_PRINT(("ClockRate: %d", rd->mClockRate));
    DEBUG_PRINT(("Parameter: %d", rd->mParameter));
    for (UInt32 i = 0 ; i < rd->mAttributes.size(); ++i) {
        DEBUG_PRINT(("Attribute: %s", rd->mAttributes[i].c_str()));
    }

m_buffer_time = iConfig.getFloat("buffer_length", 1.0);
    mWriters[0]->setDescription(rd);

mStatus->setStatusCode(kConfigured);    
    

return kResultOk;
}

bool Reorganizer::process() 
{
     

RPtr<RRTPFrame> frame = 0; 

    frame = mReaders[0]->nextFrame();

if (frame.addr() != 0)
    {

mFrameCounter++;
mNumberOfBytes += frame->mDataLength;
m_duration = frame->mDuration;
m_elements = (m_buffer_time/(frame->mDuration));
frame_size = frame->mDataLength;
m_frames.push_back(frame_size);

DEBUG_PRINT(("\nFrame last in buffer %d. Size: %d. Time: %f. Duration: %.2f"
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, frame->mSequence, frame->mDataLength, (float)frame->mPlayTime, 
(float)frame->mDuration));

frame->retain();
m_buffer.push_back(frame.addr());

if (mFrameCounter > m_elements)
{

max_size = m_frames[0];

for (UInt32 j = 0; j < m_frames.size() - 1; ++j) 
{

if (m_frames[j] > max_size) 
{

max_size = m_frames[j];
k = j;

}
}

max_size = m_frames[k];
min_size = m_frames[0];
max_packet = m_buffer[k]->mPacketList[0]->mSequence;
DEBUG_PRINT(("max size is m_frames[%d]=%d. max packet is from k %d"
, k, m_frames[k], m_buffer[k]->mPacketList[0]->mSequence));
DEBUG_PRINT(("max_size %d. start_min_size %d. max_packet"
, max_size, min_size, max_packet));

for (n = 0; n <= k; ++n) // iterate backwards from peak at k
{

if (m_frames[n] <= min_size)
{

min_size = m_frames[n];
l = n;

}
}

min_size = m_frames[l];
target_packet = m_buffer[l+1]->mPacketList[0]->mSequence;
target_size = m_buffer[l+1]->mPacketList[0]->mDataLength;

DEBUG_PRINT(("target packet %d. target size %d. max packet %d. 
max size %d. min size %d"
, target_packet, target_size, max_packet, max_size, min_size));
diff = max_size - min_size;
average = (max_size - min_size)/2; 

if (diff > target_size) 
{

flagOne = TRUE;
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flagTwo = TRUE;

}

}

for (UInt32 f = 0; f < m_buffer.size(); ++f) 
{

for (UInt32 i = 0; i < m_buffer[f]->mPacketList.size(); ++i)
{

RRTPPacket * packet = m_buffer[f]->mPacketList[i];

if (packet->mSequence == target_packet && flagOne == TRUE) 
{

for (m = l+1; m <=k; ++m)
{

for (UInt32 p = 0; p < m_buffer[m]->mPacketList.size(); ++p)
{

double been_remarked = 
m_buffer[m]->mPacketList[p]->mTransmitTime;
int glitch = m_frames[m] - m_frames[m-1];
int size = m_buffer[m]->mPacketList[p]->mDataLength;

if (been_remarked == -m_duration)
{

DEBUG_PRINT(("packet %d in buffer %d is already 
remarked"
, m_buffer[m]->mPacketList[p]->mSequence, m));

}

if (been_remarked == 0 && glitch >= size && flagTwo == TRUE)
{

// remark
m_buffer[m]->mPacketList[p]->mTransmitTime = -m_duration

; 
int dec_size = 
m_frames[m] - m_buffer[m]->mPacketList[p]->mDataLength;
int inc_size = 
m_frames[m-1] + 

m_buffer[m]->mPacketList[p]->mDataLength;
m_frames.erase(m_frames.begin() + m-1);
m_frames.insert(m_frames.begin() + m-1, inc_size);
m_frames.erase(m_frames.begin() + m);
m_frames.insert(m_frames.begin() + m, dec_size);
flagTwo = TRUE; 

}

if (been_remarked == 0 && glitch < size)
{
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flagTwo = FALSE;

}
}

}
flagOne = FALSE;

}

DEBUG_PRINT(("\tPacket: %d / %d. Sequence: %d. TransmitTime: %.2f, 
Padding: %s. Extension: %s. Marker: %s. DataOffset: %d. DataLength: %d",
i, 
m_buffer[f]->mPacketList.size(),
packet->mSequence, 
(float)packet->mTransmitTime, 

                packet->mPadding ? "TRUE" : "FALSE", 
                packet->mExtension ? "TRUE" : "FALSE", 
                packet->mMarker ? "TRUE" : "FALSE", 
                packet->mDataOffset,
                packet->mDataLength));

}
}

if (mFrameCounter > m_elements)
{

play_time = m_buffer[0]->mPlayTime;
double o_frame_bitrate = ((8.0/1024.0)*m_buffer[0]->mDataLength)/m_duration;
fprintf(o_file, "%f %f\n", play_time, o_frame_bitrate);
double s_frame_bitrate = ((8.0/1024.0)*m_frames[0])/m_duration;
fprintf(p_file, "%f %f\n", play_time, s_frame_bitrate);
frame = m_buffer[0];
mWriters[0]->put(frame);
frame->release();
m_buffer.pop_front();
m_frames.pop_front();
return true;

}
}
return false;

}
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